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SCHEDULE

15.03.23 - 21.03.23



The flow of our journey for 
Tribe In III has been divinely co-

ordinated with the cosmos.
 

Historically, many ancient
cultures focused on the cosmos,
sun and moon as they believed
it to influence our experience of

life on earth - especially a
solstice or equinox. 

 
In honour of this ancient

knowledge we have curated
each experience or immersion

with the astrological chart
reading (star reading) of the

day to intentionally connect us
with the cosmic energies of this

powerful time of the year.
 

star reading
From the 15th - 21st of March

2023, the Moon wanes from the
last quarter to the New Moon in

Aries to be rebirthed into its
next cycle.

 
This is is a great time of
Realizing, Releasing and

Restructuring of the past in the
present and for the future.

 
It happens to be Autumn

Equinox (20/21st March) a
powerful time of the year when

day and night are in equal
balance.

 
 

WELCOME





12h00

Arrive and Settle In.
 
 

star reading 
The day begins with the
waning Moon in the last
degrees of the fire sign,

Sagittarius.
 

ritual 
Think of the self limiting beliefs
that you place upon yourself
and your journey; divide your

life into areas ie: family/
social, partnership, work,

finances, personal
development, physical health,

mental health, spirituality,
sexuality.

 
Evaluate these areas, see

which ones are out of balance
as well as the self-sabotaging

behaviours in these areas.
 

Write these self limiting beliefs
on paper and bring the paper

with you to the opening
ceremony with the intention to

be burnt, released and
cleansed at the fire.

 
Out with the old to create

space for the new.
 

15.03.23

DAY 1 WED



15.03.23

DAY 1 WED

star reading 
The moon moves into the

Earth Sign Capricorn by the
evening hours of the day -
which carries the energy of

Generational Healing.
 

And so the journey begins with
the cultural exchange between
two of the most ancient Tribes
living in unity with nature; The

Huni Kuin from the Amazon
Jungle and The Bushman from

the Kalahari Desert.
 
 

18h00

The evening will flow into a
Ceremonial Dance, Prayer and

Song held by the elders.
 
 

21h00

Late Night Screening of an
unreleased feature film

documenting the renaissance
of the Huni Kuin people.

 
Fund Raiser for Huni Kuin 
- R250 p.p min. donation.

 





star reading
The Moon in Capricorn makes an
aspect to Jupiter, the planet of

all blessings, healing and
education.

 

 

06:30 -07:30 

Sunrise walk and Sun Greeting
with Dean Liprini 

 
Author, Geomancer, Wisdom
Keeper and foremost guide in
Southern African Sacred Sites

 
 

09:30

Medicine Circle 
Hapè + Sananga

with the Huni Kuin 
 

*booking required*
 
 

12:00 - 13:00 

Sacred Container Building 
with HYMNJ

 
 

14:30 

Panel Discussion on the sacred
use of psychedelics and visions

for the New Earth,
 
 

18:30 

Sound Journey and Medicine 
with Ape Chimba ft. Didac

 
 *booking required*

16.03.23

DAY 2 THU





Star Reading
The Moon continues in the Earth

sign of Capricorn and passes
over Pluto as well as The Sun

(vitality, goals) makes a beautiful
aspect to Pluto and the Moon

which is a Great time for
Generational Trauma Release.

 
 

Ritual
Take some time to explore and

acknowledge the patterns within
your family lineage. Unravel the
generational thinking patterns
that have been passed down

within your bloodline. Take time
to set actions and ways to
release yourself from the

generational traumas that no
longer serve you or your

environment.
 

In the evening we will gather
together to bury the notes in the
ground as a Ritual, held by Draoi

Cathy Coyle, to cleanse and
release through the Earth - the

greatest transmuter of all.

17.03.23

DAY 3 FRI



 
08:00 - 09:00 

Restorative yoga (interoception
and emotional body awareness

,leading to tension and stress
relief by finding safety in body,

earth and spirit) with Live
Instrumentals by StarAnnies.

 

10:30

Check-in Circle

 

12:00 - 14:00

Tyger Hymn Sound and Breath
Odyssey with Hymnj.

 
Tap into your primal side and

work through some deeper
states of consciousness by

tuning into your voice and the
power of this healing experience.

 
16:00 

Informative talk with Liz (Natures
PharmaTropia) on Natures

Medicines followed by a Medicine
Circle held by Sara Ucendo

 
19:00

Embo Ethongweni Ceremony
ft. Mntana.Wexhele
(Nkosenathi Koela)

 
 

21:00 

Ritual of burying the old -
facilitated by Draoi Cathy Coyle

 

17.03.23

DAY 3 FRI





The Moon moves into the air
sign of Aquarius which

orientates around community,
friendship, mental stimulation,

wisdom exploration and
storytelling.

 
 

07:30 

Sunrise walk with Bushman
Piet into the lands to listen to

the stories of the bush.
 
 

10:00 

Check-in Circle

 
 

11:30 - 13:30 

Panel discussion on the
sacred revolution of

decolonising our minds and
hearts held by 

Ebyän Zanini Chimba.
 
 

15:00 - 16:30 

Breathwork
 with Cathy Coyle

 

 

19:00

A Divine Sound Experience 
with Ape Chimba and Didak

 

 

18.03.23

DAY 4 SAT





The Aquarius Moon moves over
Saturn with a beautiful aspect to

Mars, the Warrior energy.
 

07:30 

 
Tapping into the Warrior
 movement with Kathleen

 
09:30 

 
A talk on the 

Evolution of Homeopathy 
held by Adam Suzman 

creator of "The Golden Box"
 

11:30 - 13:00

 
African Movement 

with The Dancing Herbalist
 

14:00 

 
Closing Circle and Prayer with

Bushman Piet and Elder Rubin ,
indigenous elders of this land,
followed by a sound and land

Blessing with Gershan Lombard,
also born in Citrusdal with his
ancestry firmly rooted in the

indigenous lineages. Rooting with
Davids Root - an indigenous

smoke inhalation cleansing ritual.
 

15:00 - 18:00

 
Pedro Portal

held by Jan Pedro - a people of
the Republic of Good Hope (RGH)
an independent sovereign nation. 

19.03.23

DAY 5 SUN





Equinox
 

The Moon moves into the
water sign Pisces. This day is
best enjoyed by connecting
with the waters, swimming,

relaxing and integrating.
 

Ancestral connections are
strong when the Moon is in

Pisces as well.
 

Take this time to sit in prayer
connecting to your ancestors
for guidance and support in
your own way, and allow the

day to flow.
 

This is known to be a powerful
time for healing making it an

ideal time to explore any
medicines and treatments that

resonate with your spirit.
 
 

Queens Council 
Women's Circle

On the healing and
reclamation of the true

feminine.
 

Kings Council
Men's Circle

On the healing and
reclamation of the true

masculine.
 

Sound by Hymnj

20.03.23

DAY 6 MON



Pre-booked, private offerings
and ceremonies.

 
Medicine Circle

Hapè + Sananga
with the Huni Kuin
ZAR 850.00 p.p

 
Late Night Screening of an

unreleased feature film
documenting the renaissance

of the Huni Kuin people.
ZAR 250.00 p.p min. donation

 
Ape Chimba ft. Didac
Music with Medicine 

ZAR 2'000.00 p.p
 

Instrument Making 
Facilitated by Nkosenathi 

ZAR 1'500.00 p.p
 

The Ngoma Consciousness
Cleansing Ritual

 with Nkosenathi Koela
A Private Ritual

ZAR 1200.00 p,p
 

Medicine Circle
Facilitated by Hymnj 

(Heinrich Reisenhofer)
ZAR 850.00 p.p

 
Medicine Circle (Kambo)

with Sara Ucendo
ZAR 850.00 p.p

 
Pranayama and Yoga Nidra

with Kathleen Booyse 
ZAR 600 p.p 

 
 
 
 
 

20.03.23

PRIVATE

OFFERINGS



As the moon transitions from
Pisces, the ruler of charity and

service.
 

We take time to honor this
aspect through a commitment
to supporting Elder Rubin on

his vision and venture into
setting up an organic garden
and herbal workshop within is

his community of Citrusdal.
 

If you are in the position to
contribute financially with a
donation to assist him on his

journey, this is the opportunity
to bless the elder. 

 
Alternatively clothing, food or

any items that can assist
those in the Citrusdal
Community would be

welcomed.

INVOLVED



Aries is a warrior, an initiator.
It's the mythical hero of the
zodiac, the leader, a sign of both
fire and the beginning the story. 

This cycle welcome us to
overcome challenges through
courage, initiative and
leadership.

Although this may be the end of
our journey at Tribe In III, this is
only the beginning of a journey
into a new reality in our own
worlds.

--

"It is better to be a warrior in a
garden, than a gardener in

war."
 

Chinese Proverb
 

20.03.23

DAY 6 MON

The journey
ends with the
New Moon in
Aries.




